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What we had so far

g Module A
g Different functions of sound and music for games
g Role of sound and music for improving interactivity and 

immersion
g Techniques for interactive music
g Historic development

g Module C
g Guest lecture Ryan Groves about adaptive music with AI

• Future: composing adaptive music in real time
g Guest lecture Michiel Kamp about in-depth discussions of HOW 

music realizes certain functions in film and music in terms of 
musical features

g Lecture on automatic composition
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Recap

g Lecture Ryan Groves on Adaptive Sound in Music:

g Measurement of success in gaming used to be number of 
titles sold

g Now is based on user session time, and monthly active time
g New “Holy Grail” of metrics: Immersion
g Bottleneck: music

g Challenge: teach a machine to 
g Compose in real time
g Satisfy the emotion of the visual experience
g React to both user input and visual setting
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What do we know from the scientific
perspective?

g We have discussed the results of experiments that have made 
use of both subjective and objective assessments of game 
sound and music. … we have to conclude that the detailed
exploration of game sound and music at this stage of our
knowledge is still difficult to conduct because there are few 
comparable research results available and there is not yet a 
perfect measurement methodology. (Nacke & Grimshaw, 2011)
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Holy grail of metrics: Immersion

g What is immersion?
g How to measure it?
g Are there guidelines/best practices how to achieve it?
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Immersion

g “… immersion is a gradual, time-based, progressive
experience that includes the suppresion of all surroundings …, 
together with attention and involvement mediating the feeling 
of being in a virtual world. This suggests immersion to be an
experience related to cognitive processing and attention: the 
more immersive an experience is, the more attentionally
demanding it is ”                           (Nacke & Grimshaw, 2011)

g “… emotional state drives attention … and therefore, the more 
affective an experience is, the more likely it is to grab
individual attention and consequently to immerse the player. 
Thus, immersion would be elicited as the result of an action 
chain that starts with affect.”          (Nacke & Grimshaw, 2011)
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Recap Lecture Ryan Groves

g Music and Gaming: what do they have in common?
g Emotional Journey
g Recap Michiel Kamp’s lecture: “Underpinning the theatrical 

build-up of a scene, and rounding it off with a sense of 
finality”
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Recap

g Emotion models (from course module A):
g BRECVEMA: what are the underlying principles
g Two-dimensional Valence-arousal-model

g Lots of ongoing research on how people react emotionally
to music
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Immersion: the challenge

g Problem: It remains to be shown whether, and how, 
affective responses of players influence immersion and
what measures of player affect are most suitable to
evaluate immersion.         (Nacke & Grimshaw, 2011)
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Immersion:
some systematic aspects by Sander Huiberts

g Sander Huiberts, PhD

g Three basic aspects of game immersion
g 1- Being transported into the game world
g 2- Absorption in the activity
g 3- Identification with the situation or a character of the game
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Immersion

g 1- Being transported into the game world
• sensory immersion
• sensory features stimulate the feeling of being there
• “audiovisually impressive, three-dimensional and stereophonic worlds 

that surround players in a very comprehensive manner” (Ermi and 
Mäyrä, 2004)  are most relevant
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Immersion

g 2- Absorption in the activity
• challenge-based immersion
• engagement with a competitive process, problem solving
• Balanced level of challenge and skills
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Immersion

g 3- Identification with the situation or a character of the game
• Imaginative immersion
• Engagement with the “imaginary world and fantasy, game characters, 

worlds and story line” (Ermi and Mäyrä, 2004)
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Audio enhancing Sensory Immersion

g Sensory immersion (1)
• Inducing a certain sense of presence

– Rich and detailed auditory world which absorbs player
• Sensory gratification (sensorially pleasing aspects, enjoyment factor)

– High quality auditory output making the sensory experience more intense

1- Being transported into the game world
2- Absorption in the activity
3- Identification with the situation or a character of the game
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Audio enhancing Sensory Immersion

g Inducing a certain sense of presence
• With details in the world design

– High quality auditory worlds engage the player while masking the sounds in 
the user environment

• With spatial audio
– Surround and immerse the player with sound
– Suggesting depth in the game world (sounds from other locations suggesting 

that the world is larger than what is seen on the screen)
• With audio-only assets

– Complimentary use of audio to visuals (e.g. localising opponents in the game 
world based on audio is experienced as immersive)

– Audio is suitable for time-based information
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Audio enhancing Sensory Immersion

g Sensory gratification
• With dynamics

– Challenge: often soundscape with a large number of sound objects; keeping 
transparency and clearness in sound playback is challenge (no final mixing 
phase as in film production)

– E.g. what if firing weapon co-occurs with with information spoken out that is 
important for the player?

– “The key to preventing sonic fatigue is to create sound effects that vary in 
volume and frequency in relation to each other”

– Do not forget silence! Can be very effective

• With spatial audio
– Surround sound
– When objects travel with high velocity (e.g. racing games), making sound 

travel from speaker to speaker

• With appealing audio
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Audio enhancing Challenge-based
Immersion

g Absorption in the activity (2)
• challenge-based immersion
• engagement with a competitive process, problem solving
• Balanced level of challenge and skills

1- Being transported into the game world
2- Absorption in the activity
3- Identification with the situation or a character of the game
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Audio enhancing Challenge-Based
Immersion

g Challenge-Based Immersion(2)
• Engagement with the game play, player triggered by challenge
• Audio: both support and challenge the player

– Both the activity and audio progress in time (rhythm, timing, repetition ….)
• audio and the tempo of game play

– Relation between tempo of music and the pace of the gameplay
– Motor skills and cognitive challenges (strategic planning)
– Music can alter the perception of the duration of the different levels (helps 

through time-consuming and effortful stages)
• audio and the structure of the game

– Games: division of levels or storyline
– Enhancing changes in gameplay can increase challenge-based immersion
– E.g. intensive fight and dense sounds vs. relaxing music when player has to 

concentrate to find way out of a confined area
• audio-driven gameplay

– “music games” or “rhythm games” with direct drive on gameplay by audio
– Pace of the gameplay is dictated by the tempo of the music
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Audio enhancing Imaginative Immersion

g Identification with the situation or a character of the game (3)
• Imaginative immersion
• Engagement with the “imaginary world and fantasy, game characters, 

worlds and story line” (Ermi and Mäyrä, 2004)
• Voice acting (immersion with characters); if voice acting believable, 

then player empathises easier; timbre found to be important
• Emotional responses to sound effects: increasing the empathy through 

specific mood
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Audio enhancing Imaginative Immersion

g Identification with the situation or a character of the game (3)
• Imaginative immersion
• Engagement with the “imaginary world and fantasy, game characters, 

worlds and story line” (Ermi and Mäyrä, 2004)
• music enhances the player’s empathy
• Empathy with game
• Setting of the game world
• Empathy with the story of the game

1- Being transported into the game world
2- Absorption in the activity
3- Identification with the situation or a character of the game
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Audio enhancing Immersion

g No recipies (as always in design)

g Take them as some starting points to think about
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Interactivity

g Horizontal Re-sequencing and vertical remixing (Michael 
Sweet)
g What musical features do we need to consider? 

• (Not any event in music can follow any other event, not any event 
can be combined with any other event)

g Leitmotif
• Aspect of music similarity: patterns that repeat and are similar
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Automatic music generation for games

g Automatic generation of music itself is a challenge (see
last lecture)

g Additional: within the game context in which “anything can
happen” based on the players’ action

g But see Ryan Groves’ guest lecture:
g “Shift from game as product to game as a service”
g ROBLOX: 29 million games developed by members
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Short discussion in pairs

g Imagine you would start to work for a game company and
realize the company has not really thought about the audio 
component. Now you try to convince them about paying
attention to the audio component.

1.How would you argue that the function of sound and music
is essential to the game?  

2.What challenge would you highlight in realizing this
function? Pick one! Please use musical features to describe
the challenge! 

3.What good examples are you aware of from existing
games?
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Exam

g Check out course description: learning objectives per 
module

g http://www.cs.uu.nl/docs/vakken/msmt/course.php
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Exam

After module A you will be able to:
g name differences between sound and music and differences in digital 

representations formats
• what are the two main representation formats?
• what contexts are they used?

g use appropriate terminology for describing sound and music through
features

• think of the listening exercise we did:
• what features for single notes?
• what features that consisder relations between notes?

g distinguish and recognize different roles of usage of sound and music in 
games

• See online test exam
g assess and discuss emotional and affective qualities of sound and music

and their role for games
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Exam

After module B you will be able to:
g understand differences in basic and complex feature extraction and

processing in audio and symbolic formats
• What examples of features extracted from audio/symbolic do you know?
• What are steps in the extraction?
• In what contexts are they used?

g understand and discuss different ways of evaluating computational
models for classification and retrieval of similar musical objects based
on features and on emotional qualities

• E.g. Melodic similarity, rhythmic similarity
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Exam

After module C you will be able to:

g address specific challenges for creating sound and music for games
g understand and utilize different forms of manipulation in audio and

symbolic formats
g assess the potential and challenges of different computational models

for automatic music creation (such as composition, accompaniment, 
improvisation)
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Exam
g Material: lectures and papers discussed in the class room

g Mixture of open questions and specific questions
g E.g. “choose a specific musical feature and describe what

information is extracted from a musical document with this
feature for what purpose” (though the exam questions will be
more specific than this example)

g Symbolic vs. Audio: differences? what can be achieved in 
what domain?

g Typical challenges, errors and ways of evaluation for a 
specific computational task (e.g. Corpus analysis, chord
recognition)

g Application of your knowledge
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Exam

g Find document “Exam_Examplequestions” in Google drive, 
with example questions
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Example questions

g Example question: Basic representation of musical 
content in digitized music files
g a. Please name and give a 1-phrase description of the two 

different basic representations of digitized musical content. 
g b.  For each representation describe one context in sound and 

music technology in which it is usually employed.  Briefly 
describe one concrete application scenario for each.
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Project presentations

g Tuesday 30 of January, BBG 165, 13:15-17:00
g In exchange: no lecture this Thursday

g 10 minutes presentation per group, 5 minutes discussion
g Put your name into schedule: http://bit.ly/2F6RZlU

g Upload your final reports and slides to Google Drive until
23:59, Tuesday, 30-01-2018
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Course evaluation in Caracal

g Feedback welcome


